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public. We can, at any rate, conclude that these pages make stimulating and
suggestive reading. The author's enthusiasm and sincerity are highly per-
suasive and no student of human nature can afford to neglect his interesting
views. C. S. R.

Recueil de Travaux offert 'a Edouard Flatau. Edited by a Committee.
Warsaw: Sklad Glowny u Gebethnera i Wolffa, 1929. Pp. 888.

As a token of appreciation and gratitude on the completion of 35 years of
scientific teaching and research this volume is dedicated to the distinguished
neurologist Professor Edward Flatau by a number of colleagues and friends,
Polish and otherwise. Nearly all the contributions are written in that language,
but some are in French or German, and three in English. Numbering 68 in all,
they include many of considerable originality and value, and form a useful
addition to a neurological library.

Lectures in Psychiatry: The Major Psychoses. By WILLiAM A. WHITE.
Nervous and Mental Disease Monograph Series. No. 51. Nervous
and Mental Disease Publishing Company: New York and Washington,
1928. Pp. 167. Price $3.00.

THERE is no authority who can deal with psychiatry more lucidly and inter-
estingly than Dr. William White. These twelve lectures to medical students
who are on the threshold of the study of mental medicine are a model of how
the subject-matter should be presented. The logical order in which the material
is given is satisfying to the mind. Its contents are ideally set forth for the
budding student and should prove usefuil to anv reader who desires a rational
concept of the psychoses. C. S. R.

Aids to Psychology. By JOHN H. EWEN. 1929. London: Bailliere,
Tindall and Cox, 1929. Pp. 163. Price 3s. 6d. net.

THs small volume is an addition to the well-known " Students' Aids Series."
The aim of the book is to offer a means of rapid revision following a study of
the larger textbooks on the subject, and to emphasize those points useful to
students studying for a diploma in psychological medicine. Though psychology
does not easily lend itself to such treatment, the writer has well fulfilled these
objects. We might draw attention to faults of omission and commission, but
considering the difficulty of such a compilation it is perhaps surprising that
there are not mnore. Delusions are not mentioned, nor is the psychopathology
of hallucinations referred to. It is nevertheless a useful addition to the series.

C. S. R.
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